Consortium Committee Meeting
Thursday, February 12, 2009, 1:30 P.M. to 3:30 P.M.
COMPASS, Conference Room
800 S. Industry Way, Suite 100
Meridian, Idaho
AGENDA
I.

Consent Agenda
a. Approval of the November 20, 2008, Meeting Notes (page 2) *

II.

Action Items
a. Election of Officers
b. Approve the Major Work Areas for 2009:
• 2009 Work Program – Sally Goodell (page 7)*
• Area of Impact Process and Next Steps – Anna Canning (page 10) *
• Development of Annual Workshop Update and Public
Outreach Materials – Deanna Smith
• Status of Phase 1 Report – Patricia Nilsson (page 14) *

III.

Next Meeting Date

* Attachments
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Consortium Committee Meeting
Thursday, November 20, 2008, 1:30 P.M. to 3:30 P.M.
COMPASS, Conference Room
800 S. Industry Way, Suite 100
Meridian, Idaho
MEETING NOTES
I.

Consent Agenda
Approval of the September 18, 2008, Meeting Notes
Carol McKee moved and Rick Yzaguirre seconded approval of the Consent Agenda as presented.
Motion passed unanimously.

II.

Action Items
None.

III.

Discussion Items
a.
Discuss Policy Issues and Recommended Directions
Patricia Nilsson presented the draft Adequate Transportation Facilities Decision Framework dated
November 12, 2008, which was vetted through the BGG Steering/Technical Committee at its November
6, 2008, meeting. She stated the matrix is broken into a hierarchy of decisions or progressions from policy
decisions made through a comprehensive plan and then into the different entitlements decisions.
Patricia stated at the BGG Steering/Technical Committee meeting it became clear that members held
different perceptions of when the adequate public facilities analysis should be applied and how will it
affect entitlements or requests for entitlements going through the land use decision making process.
Patricia said the first requirement of implementing an adequate transportation facilities analysis is to
synchronize comprehensive plans with the transportation plan to determine how a development fits into
an adequacy decision so that any mitigation is fair and equitable in the context of a larger calibration of
the transportation capacity with the overall comprehensive plans and zoning entitlements.
Sally Goodell stated that for the most part planned capacity is a product of ACHD’s Capital Improvements
Plan (CIP), and is currently developed based on demographics in the COMPASS model by setting a growth
target for 20 years. She said that is where things slip. If we took all of the colors on the map and said on
average this type of land use is going to generate X number of trips, it is believed that would actually
generate a lot more trips than what the tool we are currently using would come up with. So if those two
things are not in synch, we will not be planning enough capacity for the land use plans. This is further
constrained by the fiscal side.
Patricia said planning approval needs to be consistent with the regional long range transportation plan so
we are working from a consistent base.
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Patricia reviewed the entitlement decision. She said there is an inferred logic to the hierarchy starting with
rezone through building permits that outlines predictability to the process.
Sally said under the mitigation options, platting might be more than just phasing. It could be specific
improvements that need to be made because a development exceeds planned and programmed capacity.
Patricia said a list of potential options for mitigation will be developed.
Dave Bieter commended the effort of the Steering/Technical Committee. He said that the only
development that he was aware of that had ever done anything like this was Harris Ranch, and asked if it
could be referred to in the matrix.
Carol McKee said that ACHD will be working on what the North Foothills it is going to look like if the
Idaho Transportation Department does not develop the needed improvements. If that happens, the land
use agencies will need to decide if they want to go forward or hold back.
Dave Bieter said that is the point of this process, “No” has to be part of the options.
Phil Bandy said the question is whether the developers are on the hook for implementing or developing
the full infrastructure that is needed at full built out, or are they going to be able to phase it out as the
development occurs. To the extent that ITD can be leveraged to get things done it should be, because it is
not fair that the local road system meets demands that the state transportation system should be
accommodating.
Sally noted that is one of the scenarios where phasing would be used. It does speak to the importance of
working with ITD in the planning phase and having them part of the early policy decision process.
Sally said the July 2008 Draft Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance included a change that made it clear
that the transportation agencies would provide the land use agencies the best information of what the
ramifications would be in approving a development, but ultimately the decision rests with the land use
agencies. It is assumed that principle would remain in place. Dave Bieter noted any information would
come with a recommendation. Sally said that is correct.
Matt Stoll noted for the record that Pete O’Neill wanted to convey his support of the matrix as presented.
David Turnbull said that while a lot has been accomplished in the BGG effort, the private sector does not
support the July 2008 draft Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance. He said guidelines should be
established for the cities to follow during their comprehensive planning process so that ACHD can
generate its CIP based on those plans. If someone else comes in and wants to amend the comprehensive
plan or develop in an area outside of the plan area, then a separate analysis needs to be done.
Dave Bieter asked David if he could support the concepts expressed in the matrix. David said
conceptually, yes, but at the comprehensive plan level we need to lock in certainty for the cities, the
transportation agencies and the land owners about what can be done, and what can be expected.
b.

Recommended Technical Work to Advance Adequate Public Facilities

Sally Goodell presented a draft of recommended technical work to advance adequate public facilities.
She said the current draft APFO is built around the first in/first out concept. ACHD staff questioned who
the focus should be on, who should be responsible for mitigation. The conclusion was that as long as the
land use plan and the transportation plan are coordinated and integrated, then anyone who comes in and
proposes a development that is consistent with those plans should not have a mitigation responsibility.
The first in/first out strategy does not promote consistency with the plans.
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Sally said ACHD prefers a trip density approach. If a developer comes in with a proposal that is going to
generate more trips than planned for, then the developer has a responsibility to mitigate. This concept
aligns with the principle that Patricia outlined in the matrix. It becomes the burden of ACHD, the cities,
and ITD to work together.
Sally stated there are two problems with the APFO as drafted. One, it does not have the coordination of
comprehensive plans and transportation plans up front. It is based on what was done in Florida, which has
a law that requires comprehensive plans and infrastructure plans to match. Two, the first in strategy does
not protect the capacity for development under the adopted plans.
John Evans said most jurisdictions amend comprehensive plans regularly, so creating a baseline through
the comprehensive plans and transportation plan that is going to stick for a period of time is a challenge.
The market pressures over time change and the challenge is to build the base line in. He said the
challenge is to drive the development where we want it to go. The free market is what we are dependent
on. We need to give the investors a carrot.
Sally replied that is a policy element and entitlement element depending upon when and how it happens.
Dave Bieter said the Blueprint for Good Growth is not reduced to adequate public facilities, it a product
but it is not the sole product of the process.
Sally said while there is still thinking to do, staff feels this is a viable effort. Taking the time to look at all of
this will require an adjustment in expectations. Prior to these discussions staff was working on the
technical underpinning of the draft ordinance as if it were ready to go forward. She said the
comprehensive plan approach is a better fit with how impact fees work than what we have had before.
c. Variable Level of Service related to Adequate Public Facilities
Sally Goodell discussed the Variable Level of Service Maps, which were drafted last spring and went to
the cities for review in July, August and September 2008. She said one of the things heard consistently
from the jurisdictions concerned the relationship between where we are today and what is being proposed
for the future. ACHD staff has begun the steps to answer the issue. The first step is to look at existing
traffic. The second part is looking at existing traffic today and what happens if everything that is approved,
but not built, gets built. What would the level of service look like?
Phil Bandy noted that it would be beneficial to explain to the citizens what Level of Service means. Carol
McKee said ACHD will put a definition on their website and provide a link to the cities websites. Elaine
Clegg noted that the public doesn’t understand what Variable Level of Service means either.
Deanna Smith said BGG has not had any public input since the very beginning and at some point each
city needs to take the plan to the public before adopting it.
Dave Bieter agreed it was time to go back out to the public and educate them, but not reduce BGG to just
Adequate Public Facilities. Sally said that the Steering/Technical Committee will come back to the
Consortium with a recommendation for public outreach.
Charles Trainor said that COMPASS staff will be working with ACHD staff to deconstruct zoning to look at
how much square footage and types of uses, retail/office, might be permitted without any further approval
to get to the approved un-built level. COMPASS staff will also be deconstructing comprehensive plans to
identify what the plans call for in terms of residential and population, and what would the land use
patterns in the comprehensive plans permit.
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Patricia added that Boise is ready to start the process with their comprehensive plan update and to take
TLIP to the neighborhood council to vet definitions and descriptions to. Patricia will work with Sally and
staff to develop a time frame for that effort.
Sally noted ACHD is still doing some clean up on the Livable Streets Design Guide, the Typology Maps,
the Collector Maps, but with the exception of Kuna, which is in the middle of their comprehensive plan
process, the documents are ready for public review.
Dave Bieter asked what the current status for completion of TLIP is. Sally said spring 2009. ACHD is
customizing TLIP for every city and the adoption date will be after the public involvement process.
Nate Mitchell asked if anyone has looked at the City of Star’s built environment to see if what was
generated was what they thought it was going to be. Sally said she would talk to Terry Little.
After discussion it was agreed to cancel the December 15, 2008, Consortium meeting to allow time for the
Steering/Technical Committee to continue refining their work. The next meeting will be January 15, 2009
at COMPASS from 1:30-3:30 pm.
Matt noted that election of BGG Consortium officers will take place at the January 15, 2009, meeting as
well.

T:\FY09\700 Services\761 BGG\Consortium\minutes\const_minutes11 20 08.doc
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Integrated Land Use/Transportation Planning

Goal: Provide information about the cumulative impacts of development on the
transportation system to ensure adequate public facilities
Today the transportation agencies do not know enough about each land use plan to tell
the Cities/County what is needed to meet their transportation needs. To do so, ACHD
(and ITD) need the local jurisdictions to:
1. Quantify comprehensive plans to clearly define planned growth.
2. Locate planned growth for 20 years ‘on the ground’ (land units, population,
employment) and commit to that plan as a baseline for mitigation.
3. Carry the commitment through entitlement so that ACHD and the jurisdictions
can identify unplanned growth and the appropriate mitigation of impacts.
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Integrated Land Use/Transportation Planning
Cities/County (Quantify the Comprehensive Plan):
 Comprehensive plan defines land use map, build out
population and employment
ACHD/Cities/County:
 Identify desired levels of service

COMPASS/Cities/County:
 Define 20 year growth total
o Define how much and where for 20 year & build out
o Land use/density in each geographic unit
o Trip generation
 Model 20 year & build out trip generation, distribution & mode choice

COMPASS:
 Define transportation system (road, transit, alternative
transportation mix of improvements) to serve 20 year &
build out scenarios

ACHD/ITD:
 Defines road (bike &
pedestrian) improvements to
serve 20 years of trips

Cities/County:
 Define
transportation
improvements
outside of
Public ROW

Cities/County/ACHD:
 Adopt 20 year land use/road plan.
 Review comp plan changes, zoning, and
entitlement for compliance with 20 year
land use/road plan
 Define appropriate mitigation for growth
 ACHD maintains ongoing accounting of
available capacity.

VRT:
 Defines transit improvements
to serve 20 years of trips

Cities/County/COMPASS:
 Cities/County provide information about
approved development by parcel (esp.
commercial)
 COMPASS maintains ongoing accounting of
approved, unbuilt development &
unallocated planned growth (e.g. what’s
approved, what’s built, where)

Development Review for Adequate Public Facilities:
Five Year Road Capacity – Existing Trips – Committed, Unbuilt Trips – Reserve for
Uncommitted Planned Growth



Positive = Capacity to be allocated
Negative = Mitigation required
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Integrated Land Use/Transportation Planning

Work Plan 2009
1. Answer key adequate public facilities strategy questions that are (3-5
Steering/Technical Committee or subcommittee meetings)
a. The underpinnings of the analysis
b. Ensure the system meets BGG policy objectives
c. Clearly define what growth is served by the planned transportation
system and what growth would be required to mitigate impacts
2. Quantify comprehensive plans for 20 years and build out
(Cities/County/COMPASS)
a. Define methodology
b. Do it (and work through the details for each jurisdiction)
3. Build a county-wide model for intersection LOS analysis (ACHD)
a. In ACHD’s current work plan
b. Will not include State Highway intersections
c. Finalize variable LOS map
4. Develop methodology for calculating and distributing trips from committed unbuilt
development (COMPASS/ACHD)
a. Challenges include quantifying nonresidential development for
comprehensive plans, zoning and development agreements
5. Develop the tracking systems needed (COMPASS/Cities/County)
a. Define the information needed to maintain ongoing accounting
b. Specific methods for recording and conveying the information for each
jurisdiction

KEY QUESTION FOR THE CONSORTIUM

Is there sufficient benefit in adequate public facilities accounting, and possibly future
ordinances, to devote the resources to getting this detailed out?
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AREA OF CITY IMPACT EXPANSION PROCESS
(APPROVED BY BGG CONSORTIUM ON FEBRUARY 15, 2008)

Introduction
Idaho State Code requires cities to establish areas of impact to identify where they intend to
annex and provide city services. Ada County and its six cities have grappled with expansions of
areas of city impact over the past four years in the face of tremendous growth pressures. Current
provisions in the Local Land Use Planning Act have proved inadequate in defining the purpose
and function of an area of city impact boundary, bogging down what had historically been
straightforward renegotiations between Ada County Commissioners and city leaders.
The successful implementation of Blueprint for Good Growth requires a straightforward,
equitable process for defining areas of impact. During 2007, a subcommittee of city and county
planners met to create a process that would fulfill a mutual desire to create a process that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Relies on city provision of adequate public facilities in keeping with the
commitment to the Blueprint for Good Growth;
Requires subarea planning before an area of city impact boundary expansion is
approved;
Includes substantive public involvement in the development of a subarea plan;
Relies on objective standards to guide the County approval process.
Provide for planning areas that describe very long term spheres of influence
where a city intends to evaluate how its area of impact may be extended.

1. Establishment of a Planning Boundary
a. Goal: Delineation of planning areas outside currently adopted areas of impact where sub
area planning is desired and/or necessary by a city. A sub area plan can be an addendum
or amendment to the existing city comprehensive plan or an independent plan. The
planning areas are not intended to represent areas of planned urban development. Part of
a planning area may become an area of impact where urban development occurs and part
may remain rural. By reaching beyond anticipated areas of impact, they allow each
community to more rationally plan for the needs of future generations.
b. Purpose: This boundary is created solely for the purposes of developing sub area plans
and to establish communication protocols among the city, adjacent cities, and Ada
County regarding development activity during the sub area planning process.
c. Process: Since property rights are not affected by establishing the planning boundary, the
boundary will be created through a Memorandum of Understanding between Ada County
and the affected city. The Memorandum of Understanding will include the following
provisions:
i. Establish the planning boundary.
ii. Define the roles and responsibilities of the requesting city, the county, and other
cities adjacent to or overlapping the planning boundary.
iii. Establish referral area for mutual notice of county and city rezone, land
division, or conditional use applications of other city, county, or ACHD
planning activities within the planning boundary. The planning area shall serve
1
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as a referral area. All county applications shall be transmitted to the appropriate
city or cities for comment and review until a formal area of impact agreement
takes effect after the completion of the sub area plan and/or the referral area is
deemed unnecessary by the requesting city or cities and the county.
iv. Periodic review of the sub area planning process and planning boundary.
v. Set a term of the Memorandum of Understanding.
d. Guidelines and/or Criteria:
i. There are not specified criteria regarding the sufficiency of a particular planning
boundary, but generally they respect natural or man-made features, landforms,
major transportation corridors, infrastructure constraints, and jurisdictional
boundaries.
ii. The planning boundary shall include, at a minimum, area to accommodate
twenty years of growth for the city.
iii. The planning boundary shall not include a portion of an existing planning
boundary proposed by another city. Such city (or cities) shall be invited to
participate in any subsequent sub area planning process proposed by the city.
iv. Proposed planning boundaries are shown on Appendix A.
e. Dispute resolution: Where jurisdictions do not agree on planning boundaries, the
jurisdictions shall participate in at least one mediation session. The county shall
participate in the mediation. The disputing parties shall select a mediator. Compensation
of the mediator shall be equally divided among the disputing parties. The results of the
mediator shall be forwarded to all parties. If mediation is not successful, the
recommendation from the mediator shall be forwarded to the board of county
commissioners. The board of county commissioners shall make a decision on the
boundary within 120 days and shall forward the appropriate memorandums of
understanding to the jurisdictions.
2. Sub Area Plan Scope of Work and Process
a. Goal: Sub area plans that express the vision of the community after consideration of the
needs and vision of affected cities and/or the county.
b. Purpose: The purpose of this section is to provide criteria related on how to conduct the
sub area planning process.
c. Process:
i. Each city, as part of the sub area planning process, shall first develop a scope of
work, timeline, and public participation plan for the sub area planning effort.
ii. The city shall invite the county, neighboring cities, transportation agencies, and
any affected service providers to be stakeholders in the planning process and
allow these stakeholders to review the plan timeline, scope of work, and public
participation plan.
iii. The city shall take comments (requested modifications) and make necessary
changes to accommodate such comments. The city and county staffs shall
schedule a joint workshop with property owners and affected residents.

d. Guidelines and/or Criteria:
2
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i. Sub area plans may include all or part of the planning area defined in Section 1.
ii. The sub area plan shall address the 14 elements, including agricultural land
uses, required under Idaho Code by specific discussion or by reference to an
existing plan. The 14 mandated elements include: property rights; population;
school facilities and transportation; economic development; land use; natural
resources; hazardous areas; public services, facilities, and utilities;
transportation; recreation; special areas or sites; housing; community design;
and implementation.
iii. The sub area plan shall implement to the extent possible adopted regional plans,
including but not limited to, Communities in Motion, the Blueprint for Good
Growth policies and Tiers Map, the Ada County Parks and Waterways Open
Space Plan, Ridge to Rivers Plan, and other local or regional open space,
pathways, trails, bikeway, air quality or transportation plans. At times, the
policies of the many regional plans may be inconsistent with regard to a
particular issue or area; where there is inconsistency, the sub area plan should
address the underlying intent of such policies in light of the needs of their
community.
3. Area of City Impact Expansion Submittal and Hearing Process
a. Goal: Predictable and timely review and adoption of area of city impact expansion
requests and associated sub area plans by the Board of County Commissioners. The goal
is also to shorten the lag time between the two governing units regarding adoption of the
sub area plans. Long delays create uncertainty for property owners, invite criticisms of
inefficient government bureaucracy, and create a feeling of mistrust in the community
members involved in the planning efforts.
b. Purpose: To establish a process that allows the county to participate early in the sub area
plan process so that when the expansion request is formally submitted, the county can
quickly evaluate the adequacy of area of city impact expansion requests.
c. Process:
i. Following the joint workshop (see Section 2), the city shall submit a formal
request for and area of city impact expansion. Such request shall include:
1. A map of the proposed area of city impact.
2. . A copy of the subarea plan with the adopting resolution and findings
indicating that the plan has been adopted consistent with state law, any city
evaluation criteria, and the Blueprint for Good Growth Phase 1 Report
policies.
3. Map of areas within the proposed area of city impact that are not proposed for
urban services, with a brief written explanation;
4. Capital Facilities Plan that has a 20-year horizon with a detailed program of
the first five years.
a. The requesting city shall document how the new facilities proposed in the
sub area plan shall be phased (including time increments) to ensure that
new facilities shall meet the adopted adequate public facilities ordinance
including acceptable mitigation measures.
b. If the city does not provide the water, sewer, transportation, storm water,
or public safety services, the city shall obtain a letter from such providers
3
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ii.

indicating sufficient capacity and the ability to fund and provide capital
improvements consistent with the five-year capital facilities plan.
5. Intergovernmental Agreement on the specific implementation guidelines
and/or standards that the county would apply to developments proposed
within an area of city impact.
County Review of Area of City Impact Amendment Negotiation Request.
1. The provisions of Idaho Code, Section 67-6526 shall apply.
2. Within 30 days of submittal, county shall notify the requesting city of any
missing items listed in 3ci above. The purpose is to determine if the county
has a complete application. The city shall respond within 30 days or as may be
mutually agreed upon with the County. Subsequent submittals by the
requesting city shall be reviewed within 14 days. The county shall notify the
requesting city in writing of the date the application is deemed complete.
3. After the request is deemed complete, the County shall schedule a joint
meeting between the city and county governing boards. The joint meeting
shall include the following:
i. Discussion of the proposed intergovernmental agreement and any potential
issues related to processing the necessary comprehensive plan and/or
zoning ordinance text and/or map amendments.
ii. Establishment of a hearing schedule for the city and county adoption of
the amended area of city impact agreement.
iii. Establishment of a schedule for implementing additional provisions as
submitted by the city in section 3(c)(i)(11) above.
The meeting may be waived with agreement by both parties.

4.
Annexation outside of Areas of Impact: Currently, many cities do not have a 20-year
area of city impact. Once established (and amended in a timely way), cities will not annex
beyond their 20-year area of city impact. Any exceptions to this policy on adjacent boundaries
shall be negotiated between affected parties.
S:\P & Z\Staff Folders\Anna\AoCI\AOCI Process February 15 2008 Final.doc
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